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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

Hanging and Finishing Panels for a Custom Look – Lesson Ten 

Considerations about curtain rings with clips and drapery pins: 

Hanging panels from clip rings is convenient, but consider that the clips will be visible.  Is that a 

look you like?  If so, clip the rings at each pleat seam and at 1-2” from the inside edge, allowing 

a slight overlap when panel is closed. 

If not, use drapery pins and slide the hook of the pin into the loop of the drapery rings.  The 

large, wooden hooks are needed for this since you can’t remove the clips from the smaller, 

metal clip rings.  (Plan accordingly in your computations before cutting and sewing panels.) 

1. Installing Drapery Pins  

a. Align pin at desired location and measure from panel upper edge to bottom of pin.   

That’s where you’ll insert each pin along the header.   

b. On the back side of panel, place one pin at ½ inch from each outside edge.  Insert a 

pin in each pleat seam on the back of panel and draw up until snug.  The tops of pins 

should be level so the panel will hang level.   

c. The outer pin can be used for placing over a screw in the wall to hold the “return” 

steady or over one of the bracket wall screws, loosened slightly.  The “return” is the 

end of your panel that returns to the wall from the final pleat at the outside edge.  

d. The innermost drapery pin should be attached to a ring for drawing the panel back 

and forth in opening and closing the panel. 

2. Creating a “Memory” 

a. If your fabric is very stiff (like most outdoor fabrics), you may need to tie them in a 

way that gets them used to folding into the pleats more naturally.   

b. Prepare strips of selvage or wide, flat string or ribbon to tie around panels.   

c. Gather each panel fold and stack one beside another across the width of the panel.  

Try to fold them evenly but loosely.  We don’t want creases here, just gentle folds.   
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d. After panels are stacked, tie the panel midway and near the floor.  Leave tied this 

way for a couple of weeks (or as long as you can stand to look at it).  Panel should 

now follow the folds easier when opening. If not, repeat the process and steam 

them, then cool, until you see a memory has formed.  It usually doesn’t require all of 

that, though, thankfully. 

3. Working With The Header 

a. With your hand flattened, insert your hand vertically, pinkie side toward the panel, 

and push between each pleat across the header as you open the panel from the 

window.   

b. This creates a memory for the buckram and fabric to repeat when you open your 

panels. 

4. Dressing Drapery Panels 

a. Beginning at the upper end, place one hand behind and inside a pleat.  Cup the 

fingers on your other hand and follow along with the hand inside pleat as you glide 

down the length of the panel, smoothing and shaping the pleat.   

b. Repeat for each pleat, and your panels will look amazing! 


